Fear conditioned changes of heart rate and skin conductance responses were investigated in patients with medial cerebellar lesions. A classical conditioning paradigm with a tone as the conditioned stimulus (CS) and an electrical shock as the unconditioned stimulus (US) was tested on five patients with medial cerebellar lesions due to surgery for astrocytoma and five controls. The CS preceded the US by 5900 ms and coterminated with the US. Changes in heart rate and skin conductance responses were obtained as measures for autonomic fear responses. Effects of conditioning were quantified by comparison of the habituation and extinction phases. Controls, but not cerebellar patients, showed a significant decrease of heart rate during fear conditioning. However, there were no significant fear conditioned changes in electrodermal responses in either group. In summary, the medial cerebellum seems to be involved in fear-conditioned bradycardia in humans.
Fear conditioned changes of heart rate and skin conductance responses were investigated in patients with medial cerebellar lesions. A classical conditioning paradigm with a tone as the conditioned stimulus (CS) and an electrical shock as the unconditioned stimulus (US) was tested on five patients with medial cerebellar lesions due to surgery for astrocytoma and five controls. The CS preceded the US by 5900 ms and coterminated with the US. Changes in heart rate and skin conductance responses were obtained as measures for autonomic fear responses. Effects of conditioning were quantified by comparison of the habituation and extinction phases. Controls, but not cerebellar patients, showed a significant decrease of heart rate during fear conditioning. However, there were no significant fear conditioned changes in electrodermal responses in either group. In summary, the medial cerebellum seems to be involved in fear-conditioned bradycardia in humans.
I nvolvement of the cerebellum is well recognised in associative and non-associative motor learning of different specific and non-specific aversive reactions in various species. 1 2 In humans, the intermediate cerebellum is known to take part in classical conditioning of specific aversive reactions-that is, conditioning of the eyeblink, 3 limb flexion, 4 and jaw opening reflexes. 5 More recent studies suggest a role of the medial cerebellum in fear conditioned potentiation of the acoustic blink reflex 6 and long term habituation of the acoustic startle response. 7 Impaired conditioning of another non-specific aversive reaction, fear conditioned bradycardia, has been found in animal lesion studies of the medial cerebellum. [8] [9] [10] [11] The aim of the present study was to examine whether the cerebellum takes part in fear conditioning in humans, assessed as changes in heart rate and skin conductance responses.
PATIENTS AND METHODS
Five patients with cerebellar lesions (four males, one female, mean age 19.6 (SD 5.2) years) and five age and sex matched healthy controls (four males, one female, mean age 21.2 (SD 5.8) years) participated. All patients had medial cerebellar lesions-including the vermis-due to surgery for midline cerebellar astrocytoma. The severity of ataxia was scored using the international cooperative ataxia rating score of the World Federation of Neurology (WFN score). 12 Brain MRI and clinical examination excluded extracerebellar lesions. Descriptive statistics of the patients and precise localisation of the cerebellar lesion as evaluated on MR images are shown in table 1. All patients and healthy subjects gave informed consent. The ethics committee of the Medical School, University of Essen, approved the project.
For testing of fear conditioning, a standard delay paradigm was performed in which a tone (conditioned stimulus (CS)) coterminated with an electrical shock (unconditioned stimulus (US)). The paradigm consisted of three phases: (1) habituation phase (six CS alone trials), (2) conditioning phase (20 pairs of CS and US), and, (3) extinction phase (six CS alone trials). The mean intertrial interval was 25 seconds (range 22-28 s). The tone (70 dB, 1000 Hz) was presented bilaterally via stereophonic headphones. During intertrial intervals subjects received white noise (50 dB) to mask environmental noise. The tone (CS) lasted for 6 seconds and preceded the US by 5900 ms. The electric shock (US, duration 100 ms, 100 Hz, 0.1 ms) was applied to the subject's right index finger via a bipolar stimulus electrode with the individually highest tolerable intensity (patients: mean 4.5 (SD 3.2) mA, range 1.2-9.5 mA; controls: mean 5.4 (SD 1.0) mA, range 4.8-6.8, t test p>0.5). After the end of the experiment, subjects were asked to name a number from 0 to 10 to describe their subjective intensity of pain during the experiment with 0 representing "no pain" and 10 the "strongest pain you can imagine". Pain ratings were not significantly different between patients and control subjects (patients: mean 7.3 (SD 1.9), range 4.0-8.5; controls: mean 5.4 (SD 2.2), range 3.5-9.0, t test p=0.2).
Heart rate and skin conductance responses were obtained from 6 seconds before CS onset until 6 seconds after CS offset (total analysis time 18 s). Heart rate was recorded via limb leads. Heart rate recordings were filtered off line (20 Hz<f<200 Hz). For each beat to beat interval corresponding beats per minute (bpm) were calculated. Skin conductance was obtained using two electrodes placed at the ball of the thumb and the fifth finger of the non-dominant hand. Incidence of both the first and second interval responses (FIR and SIR) were measured using standard criteria defined by Boucsein. 13 The respiratory rate was obtained by a thermistor placed near to one nostril to control for respiratory related changes in heart rate. Respiratory rate was not significantly different between the groups throughout the experiment (t test p>0.2).
According to other conditioning studies, conditioning effects of changes of heart rate and skin conductance responses were expected to be most prominent in the interval from 4 to 6 seconds after onset of the CS (second half of the CS-US interval in the conditioning phase). 14 15 Therefore, we analysed the SIR and changes of heart rate within this interval. To allow intersubject and group comparisons, in each subject the mean heart rate in the 2 scond interval before onset of the CS was subtracted from the mean heart rate in the interval from 4 to 6 seconds after CS onset (meandiff/bpm). The SIR incidence was used to assess electrodermal conditioning. For data reduction, the means of meandiff/bpm and SIR incidence of five successive trials were calculated (trial 3-7=block 1 (habituation phase), trial 8-27= block 2-5 (conditioning phase), trial 28-32 = block 6 (extinction phase)). Effects of fear conditioning were quantified by comparing results of autonomic response parameters of the habituation phase with those of the extinction phase (block 1 v block 6). 16 
RESULTS
Univariate repeated measures analyses of variance (ANOVA) with meandiff/bpm and SIR incidence as dependent variables, group (controls v cerebellar patients) as between subjects factor, and block (habituation v extinction) as within subject factor were performed. Changes in heart rate showed no significant difference between groups (F=0.54; p=0.48) or blocks (F=2.71; p=0.14). The group by block interaction almost reached significance (F=4.81; p=0.06) indicating differences in heart rate conditioning between groups. In controls, inspection of mean values showed a decrease of heart rate in the interval from 4 to 6 seconds after CS onset in the extinction phase compared with the habituation phase (fig 1 A) (mean (SD) meandiff/bpm 2.4 (5.5) (block 1) v 0.1 (3.7) (block 6)). In cerebellar patients, however, the heart rate increased in the extinction phase compared with the habituation phase (mean (SD) meandiff/bpm −1.8 (5.7) (block 1) v 0.6 (3.4) (block 6)).
To control intersubject variability of baseline heart rate, the errors of the predicted heart rate (residuals) within the interval from 4 to 6 seconds after CS onset were calculated. For the calculation of the residuals, a linear regression analysis with heart rate of 2 s interval before onset of the CS as predictor variable and heart rate of the interval from 4 to 6 seconds after CS onset as dependent variable in each subject was performed. Mean residuals were calculated by subtracting the predicted heart rate from the obtained heart rate within the interval from 4 to 6 seconds after CS onset. Again, univariate repeated measures analysis with mean residuals of heart rate as dependent variable showed no significant group or block effect (F=1.29; p=0.3). However, there was a significant group by block interaction effect (F=11.78; p=0,009) (fig 1 B) , which confirmed differences in heart rate conditioning between groups as shown for meandiff/bpm change (fig 1 A) .
Finally, changes in heart rate were compared between both groups within the habituation phase to exclude possible differences in resting heart rate and habituation of the orienting response. Univariate repeated measures analyses with meandiff/bpm and residuals of heart rate in the interval from 4 to 6 seconds after CS onset of the habituation phase as dependent variables, group as between subject factor and trial (1-7) as within subject factor showed no significant group, trial, or group by trial effect (all p values>0.2).
The frequency of SIRs was higher in the extinction phase compared with the habituation phase both in cerebellar patients and controls (mean frequency SIR (SEM); controls 0.17(0.06) (block 1) v 0.28 (0.09) (block 6); cerebellar patients 0.22 (0.07) (block 1) v 0.24 (0.09) (block 6)) (fig 1 C) . However, the univariate repeated measures analysis showed no significant conditioning effects (group, block, and group by block interaction effects: all p values>0.2).
DISCUSSION
Our findings of missing fear conditioned heart rate changes in cerebellar patients agree with animal lesion studies, 10 11 which showed impaired acquisition of conditioned bradycardic responses after removal of the cerebellar vermis. Moreover, Lavond et al 9 found no change in heart rate conditioning in animals with lesions of the dentate and interpositus cerebellar nuclei, which further suggests a selective involvement of the medial cerebellum in conditioning of the heart rate.
It may be argued that abnormal resting heart rate or a general inability to change heart rate accounts for deficits in fear conditioned bradycardia in cerebellar patients. The present study only studied the heart response to the CS during the habituation phase as a parameter for resting heart rate and general responsiveness to stimuli−that is, orienting response, and did not find differences between cerebellar patients and controls. This is supported by previous animal lesion studies, 11 which reported no changes in the orienting response ( ), Partly destroyed Larsell lobules; WFN, World Federation of Neurology (maximum score=100, the higher the score, the worse the clinical ataxia). Figure 1 Fear conditioned bradycardia and electrodermal responses. Means (SD) of (A) differences in heart rate (meandiff/bpm, (B) residuals of heart rate, and (C) means (SEM) of the second interval response (SIR) incidence of the electrodermal response in the habituation and extinction phases in cerebellar patients and the control group. Note the decrease in the difference in heart rate as well as in residuals in the extinction phase compared with the habituation phase in the control group, but not in cerebellar patients. Mean SIR incidence increased in the extinction phase in both groups, but the difference did not reach significance. Fear conditioned changes of heart rate in patients with medial cerebellar lesionsafter ablation of the cerebellar vermis. However, the fastigial nucleus has been suggested as being involved in autonomic and vasomotor regulation 17 and a recent PET study provided evidence for an involvement of the human vermal cerebellum in autonomic cardiovascular control. 18 Thus, from the present data the possibility cannot be excluded that a more general inability to change autonomic responses is at least in part responsible for the missing fear conditioned heart rate changes in cerebellar patients. Further studies are needed to quantify the cerebellar involvement in unconditioned heart rate changes with US alone trials using fearful and non-threatening stimuli and other tests such as isometric exercise and heart rate changes to inspiration/expiration.
By contrast with fear conditioned bradycardia in healthy controls, no significant effects of fear conditioning of electrodermal responses were present in the control (and cerebellar) group. In both groups, however, there was a tendency of the SIR incidence to increase in the extinction phase compared with the habituation phase. Effects of electrodermal fear conditioning may be less prominent due to the few subjects tested and the known high intersubject variability of skin conductance responses.
14 Moreover, other human studies failed to show differences in fear conditioned electrodermal responses comparing control patients and and cerebellar subjects. 6 19 However, given the long electrodermal response onsets (up to 3 s) results of these studies have to be interpreted with caution because they used a shorter CS-US interval (<1s, 2 s) than in the present study (6 s). Thus, to decide whether or not the cerebellum is involved in electrodermal fear conditioning a study needs to be performed including a larger number of patients and controls and using an optimal long CS-US interval.
In summary, the present findings suggest a role for the human medial cerebellum in fear conditioned bradycardia. Recent studies of our group showed an involvement of the medial cerebellum in fear conditioned potentiation of the acoustic blink reflex 6 and long term habituation of the acoustic startle response in humans. 7 20 Thus, the medial cerebellum seems to be involved both in non-associative and associative learning of various non-specific aversive reactions. Furthermore, the present data are consistent with an increasingly recognised role of the cerebellum in emotion and cognition. 21 Further studies with larger study populations are needed to identify the specific role of the medial cerebellum in the regulation of autonomic responses and to confirm data of the present study.
